FILLING

Drumseeder
Pot Filler Mayer
XLTM 2432

“Seeding
in one
“Now even
for touch!”
larger pots”
The TM 2432 is particularly impressive because of its wide
range of applications. It can process pots/containers with
diameters from 9 cm to, believe it or not, 32 cm. This new
development is therefore of particular interest to the tree
nursery sector.
The 14-piece turntable and the elevator are remotely
controlled as usual. With the broad range of options from
frequency-controlled drill motor to elevator and turntable stop
to soil control on the elevator, the TM 2432 can extend its field
of uses even further.

Why choose the TM 2432?
a For large pots and containers up to 32 cm
a Extremely flexible

“

Filling large pots and containers

”

Perfect match with Visser transplanter
The Pot Filler Mayer TM 2432 perfectly matches the Visser PC-11/2 transplanter: potting and planting with high
accuracy up to 3,000 plants/hour.

a Perfect for tree nursery sector

PC-11 transplanter
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Features
■■ Potting machine with a wide range of applications, specially suitable for tree nurseries.
■■ The original Mayer circular system for maximum ergonomics at work.
■■ Smooth movement of the turntable even at top production rates.
■■ Fast central adjustment of pot sizes by means of a ratchet (standard).
■■ 2-speed drill motor for drills up to Ø 19 cm (standard).
■■ Frequency-controlled drill motor (optional).
■■ Soil hopper with large filling volume (optional).
■■ Segmented soil chute for exact dosage of additional soil on turntable.
■■ Electronic precision control of machine output by means of a frequency converter for elevator and turntable drive.
■■ Perfectly centered planting holes for top plant quality.
■■ Turntable stop, adjustable elevator to handle slower bare root potting (optional).
■■ Great range of pot sizes and types can be used (round and square pots, pots for roses).
■■ Can be used with standard, special and container drills.
■■ Flexible arrangement of the conveyor belt for adaptation to different working environments.
■■ Compatible with all popular automation and transplanting systems.
■■ High safety standard (e.g. 3 emergency OFF switches).

Technical specifications
Pot size

9 to 32 cm Ø (depending on type of pot)

Output

up to 3,000 pots/h

Output (with Visser PC-11/2 transplanter)

up to 3,000 pots/h

Soil hopper

1,500 litres

extended

2,200 litres / 3,000 litres / 5,000 litres

Transport dimensions

approx. 4.60 x 2.20 x 2.30 m

Weight

approx. 1,700 kg

Accessories

Rotating brush, fertilizer dispenser, pot dispenser with storage belt,
double stack pot dispenser, soil hopper chute, stainless steel chains,
special tyres, additional frequency converters, soil control on the
elevator, etc.
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